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RICHARD WAGNER (1813–1883)

Wesendonck Lieder (1857–8)

Der Engel
Stehe still!
Im Treibhaus
Schmerzen
Träume

When Wagner was in the middle of his work on Siegfried he fell in love with
Mathilde Wesendonck – an event which changed the course of musical history. In
spite of, or even because of, complications such as the fact that both parties were
married, and that the Wagners were guests of the Wesendoncks in Zurich at the
time, the affair with Mathilde inspired in the composer a new vein of erotic poetry
and a new harmonic language. Breaking off from Siegfried at the end of the second
act, he wrote the libretto of Tristan und Isolde within a month and was ready to hand
it over to Mathilde in September 1857. At about the same time she gave him the
manuscript of her five poems, which he set to music as he was working on the score
of the first act of Tristan.

So the songs and the opera are intimately connected. In fact, two of them, ‘Im
Treibhaus’ and ‘Traüme’, are specifically designated in the score as ‘studies for
Tristan und Isolde’. The first in the set, and the first one he wrote, ‘Der Engel’, still
inhabits the diatonic world of the earlier part of the Ring cycle. Its accompaniment
is based on the simple contrast of gently arpeggiated major harmonies in the outer
sections and throbbing minor chords in the troubled middle section. The first part
of ‘Stehe still!’ is similarly Ring-orientated and, indeed, the overall harmonic shape
of the song – which begins turbulently in the minor as the wheel of time runs on and
which ends with its vision of eternity in the tranquillity of the tonic major – is quite
conventional. But in the middle, where Mathilde prays for time to contemplate her
happiness, the harmonies assume that ecstatic chromaticism which is the essence
of the new world of Tristan und Isolde.

‘Im Treibhaus’ anticipates the beginning of the third act of Tristan, although it
was written a year before Wagner started work on that part of the opera. The aching
melodic inflections and the rising line in the piano introduction are directly echoed
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in the later work, where the dramatic situation – with Tristan wounded and
separated from Isolde – is not so very different from the poetic situation of
Mathilde’s grieving homesick tree in the alien hothouse. ‘Schmerzen’ is less
adventurous. In its image of the sun as a heroically resplendent trumpet call which
finally confirms the consolatory change to the major, it looks back to the sword
motif which is such a prominent feature of the first act of Die Walküre.

‘Träume’, on the other hand, though only the second of the songs to be written,
is pure Tristan: Wagner drew on its dreamy nocturnal harmonies for the episode in
the middle of the second act where Brangäne keeps watch for the lovers. Its seems
to have been Wagner’s favourite in the set, since it is the only one he orchestrated –
in a version designed (with a violin solo in place of the vocal line) to be played
outside Mathilde’s window on her twenty-ninth birthday.

HUGO WOLF (1860–1903)

4 Mignon Lieder (1888) (Goethe)
Heiß mich nicht reden
Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt
So laßt mich scheinen
Kennst du das Land

Wolf was neither the first nor the last composer to be fascinated by the personality
of Mignon in Goethe’s Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre – to be touched by her waif-like
vulnerability, moved by her premature wisdom, inspired by the beauty of the songs
the author attributes to her. But he was probably the most serious. Bearing in mind
Schubert’s ten-year long and highly fruitful obsession with Mignon – not to mention
the achievements of Schumann and all the others from Zelter and Beethoven
onwards – it might seem an extravagant claim. Wolf, however, was uncompromising
in his search for the truth. Whereas Schubert’s setting of ‘Heiß mich nicht reden’,
for example, is a song, Wolf’s is an anti-song, a refusal to betray Mignon into
melodious self-expression when, as she says, it is her duty to conceal her inner-
most thoughts. In spite of the Tristanesque beginning, the piano harmonies respect
her situation and are more inclined to insist on her self-denial than to tempt her into
lyrical confidences.
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ROGER VIGNOLES
The pianist Roger Vignoles is one of
Britain’s most outstanding musicians.
Originally inspired by the playing of Gerald
Moore, he decided on leaving university to
pursue a career as a piano accompanist,
completing his essential training with the
distinguished Viennese-born teacher Paul
Hamburger. Since then, reviewers world-
wide have consistently recognized his
distinctive qualities as a player. Among
his first partners was the great Swedish
soprano Elisabeth Söderström, whom he
accompanied regularly throughout the
1970s and 1980s. During this period he

also developed fruitful collaborations with Dame Kiri Te Kanawa, Sir Thomas Allen
and Sarah Walker, in a wide repertoire of music from German Lieder and French
mélodies to cabaret songs by Gershwin, Britten and many others. 

In 1997, the Schubert year, he devised and directed the series Landscape into
Song at the Queen Elizabeth Hall. In 1998 he inaugurated the Nagaoka Winter
Festival in Japan, and in 2001 devised the Lieder programming for the Schumann
Festival at the South Bank Centre. In recent years he has developed close concert
and recording partnerships with artists including Christine Brewer, Bernarda Fink,
Robert Holl, Mark Padmore, Joan Rodgers and Kate Royal, and is currently involved
in a project to record the complete songs of Strauss for Hyperion.
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Similarly, in ‘Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt’ – unlike Schubert, say, or
Tchaikovsky when setting the same text – Wolf resists the lyrical impulse, at least
as far as the vocal part is concerned. The piano prelude introduces a melody which,
aching rather than lyrical, is to reappear on the crucial lines, ‘Ach! Der mich liebt
und kennt, / Ist in der Weite’. Such is Mignon’s depression, however, that the piano
melody eludes her, her line slipping away from it in falling semitones. On the
closing recall of the opening words, the piano acquiesces in her drooping line,
adding a postlude so short and inconclusive as to offer no comfort and at the same
time no resolution to the distressingly unsettled harmonies.

In ‘So laßt mich scheinen’ Mignon is in a quite different situation. Dressed as
an angel to distribute presents at a children’s charade, she both foresees her early
death and is reconciled to it. She then refuses to take off her winged costume, takes
up her zither and gives voice to her presentiments without bitterness and with an
angelic purity of line. This is an occasion for melody, even if it is confined largely
to the grave, gracefully drooping dance in the zither accompaniment – the drone
harmonies and plucked articulation of which are suggested with exquisite
discretion in the piano part.

The first of the four Mignon songs Wolf completed in a matter of days in
December 1888 is also the most emotional. Simply constructed in a modified
strophic form, ‘Kennst du das Land’ theoretically runs the risk of predictability. In
fact, the piano’s explosion of passion just before ‘Kennst du es wohl?’ and its
rumbling response to Mignon’s cries of ‘Dahin! Dahin’ always come as a shock, not
least on the last occasion where their dramatic effect is not so much reduced as
enhanced by the vocal exclamation and the flood of piano figuration just before it.

BENJAMIN BRITTEN (1913–1976)

Cabaret Songs (1937–9) (Auden)
Calypso
Johnny
Tell me the truth
Funeral blues

A significant factor in the success of the Auden/Isherwood poetic drama The Ascent

of F6 at the Mercury Theatre, London in 1937 was Britten’s incidental music – not
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least his setting for two pianos and chorus of ‘Funeral Blues’ (‘Stop all the clocks’).
Delighted by the artistry of Hedli Anderson, who had played the part of the Singer
in The Ascent of F6, Britten and Auden not only made a solo version of ‘Funeral
Blues’ for her but also wrote several similarly idiomatic songs to go with it. Perhaps
as many as three of them have disappeared, but the four that survive make a highly
attractive set, even though one might argue with the order in which they were
presented when they were published by Faber Music as Cabaret Songs in 1980.

Although it was the last of the four songs to be written (and the last in the Faber
order), ‘Calypso’ makes an arresting start. Auden sent Britten the words from New
York at the same time as he wrote to him of his joy at just having met the eighteen-
year-old Chester Kallman. ‘“Calypso” is grand for Hedli’, Britten replied and, in the
most animated of his several studies in train rhythms, captured the breathless
excitement of its erotic inspiration. More ironic than passionate, ‘Johnny’ is a
brilliant study in stylistic caricature, beginning as a folk song and passing through
polka rhythms, grand-opera parody, waltz-time romance and funeral march on the
way to its sad minor-key ending. The unresponsive Johnny, the cadences of the last
line of each stanza seem to suggest, is of Scottish descent, or was before he finally
went away.

‘Tell me the Truth about Love’, the most seductive and overtly popular in style
(it is clearly modelled on Cole Porter), most effectively occupies the third place in
the set, between ‘Johnny’ and ‘Funeral Blues.’ Announcing its subject in multi-
lingual speech over piano arpeggios, it proceeds by way of a gradually expanding
recitative introduction to a delightfully tuneful, rhythmically ingenious setting
of Auden’s wittily fanciful verse. ‘Funeral Blues,’ written originally for a serious
purpose in The Ascent of F6 incidental music, retains its seriousness in the solo
version. Without a hint of irony, it combines authentic blues harmonies with
conventional funeral-music imagery and apparent allusions to Kurt Weill,
culminating in a potently expressive ending.

5

CHRISTINE BREWER
Christine Brewer was born in Illinois
and began her professional career
with Opera Theatre of Saint Louis,
with whom she has performed Ellen
Orford, Donna Anna, Strauss’s
Ariadne auf Naxos, Haydn’s Armida

and Britten’s Gloriana. She has
appeared as Countess Almaviva (New
York and Covent Garden), Donna Anna
(Edinburgh Festival and New York),
Gluck’s Iphigénie en Tauride in
Madrid, Leonore in Fidelio in Lisbon
and San Francisco, Weber’s Oberon

in London and both Strauss’s Die

Ägyptische Helena and Britten’s Peter

Grimes in Santa Fe. She sang Isolde
with the Los Angeles Philharmonic
and at the Edinburgh Festival,
Gloriana with Hickox in Aldeburgh,
and Chrysothemis (Elektra) with the
Cleveland Orchestra. She has

appeared in the title role of Ariadne auf Naxos in London, Paris, Lyon, Santa Fe and
at the Metropolitan Opera, New York. Future enagagments include Faerberin (Die

Frau ohne Schatten) with the Paris Opera and Lyric Opera of Chicago.
In concert Christine Brewer appears with major American and European

orchestras under Norrington, Tilson-Thomas, Masur, Dohnányi, Marriner,
Sawallisch, Mehta, Pappano and Rattle. Her recordings include Don Giovanni under
Mackerras, Barber’s Vanessa under Slatkin, Fidelio with Colin Davis, Mahler’s
Eighth Symphony under Rattle and Schubert and Strauss recitals.
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Steht silberbeschlagen When your silver-edged coffin
Dein Sarg am Altar, Stands at the altar,
Sie sollen mich tragen They must lay me
Zu dir auf die Bahr, Beside you on the bier.
Und fern auf der Heide Whether you die on the heath
Und stirbst du in Not, Or die in distress,
Den Dolch aus der Scheide, I’ll draw my dagger
Dir nach in den Tod! And join you in death!

(Detlev von Liliencron 1844–1909)

Mira
I came on two buses and a train I came from the town of Mira
Can you imagine that? Beyond the bridges of St. Clair
Can you imagine that? I guess you’ve never heard of Mira
Two buses and a train. It’s very small, but still it’s there.
Would you believe, would you believe They have the very greenest trees
This is the first I’ve travelled? And skies as bright as flame,
I come from a town, the kind of town But what I like the best in Mira
Where you live in a house ’til the house falls down, Was everybody knew my name
But if it stands up, you stay there. Can you imagine that, can you imagine that?
It’s funny, but that’s the way there. Everybody knew my name.

A place that’s strange is never cozy
A room that’s strange is never sweet
I have to have chair that knows me
And walk a street that knows my feet.
I’m very far from Mira now
And there’s no turning back
I have to find a place, I’ve got to find a place
Where everything can be the same
A street that I can know and places I can go
Where everybody knows my name
Can you imagine that, can you imagine that?
Everybody knew my name.

(Bob Merrill 1921–1998)

All translations by Richard Stokes from The Book of Lieder published by Faber and Faber, with thanks to
George Bird, co-author of the Fischer-Dieskau Book of Lieder published by Victor Gollancz Ltd, 1976.

Every effort has been made to secure permissions to reproduce copyright texts in this booklet, although
in some cases it has proven difficult to locate copyright holders. If any omissions are brought to our
notice, we will happily include appropriate acknowledgements in subsequent pressings.
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JOHN CARTER (1932–1981)

Cantata (1964)

Prelude
Rondo: Peter go ring dem bells
Recitative: Sometimes I feel like a motherless child
Air: Let us break bread together
Toccata: Ride on, King Jesus

So little is known about John Carter that we cannot be sure even when he died (the
date given above represents the consensus of conjectural opinion). We know that he
was born into an African-American family in St Louis, Missouri, in 1932, studied at
Oberlin College, Ohio, became an accomplished pianist, and taught at the Federal
City College, Washington DC. As for his composing activities, there is general
agreement only that he was composer-in-residence with the National Symphony
Orchestra in 1968. A solitary source claims that he was ‘prolific’ although, in fact,
there is no evidence of anything but arrangements of hymns, carols and spirituals,
and it is difficult to trace performances of anything but the present Cantata – of
which Christine Brewer is a prominent (but by no means the only) exponent.

It has been suggested that the Carter Cantata was inspired by the civil rights
movement that was in progress in the United States at the time it was written.
Certainly, it is a fascinating symbol of integration in the way a selection of spirituals
is so confidently set in a classical context. A modern version of the time-honoured
cantata, it is made up of five movements each one of which is shaped according to
a conventional instrumental or vocal form.

As the ‘Prelude’ indicates, the piano is an essential factor in the integration,
establishing the sophisticated harmonic credentials of the work before delivering
an exuberantly colourful and rhythmically idiomatic accompaniment to the voice
in the ‘Rondo: Peter go ring dem bells’. The spare or otherwise severe piano
harmonies admit no suspicion of sentimentality to the ‘Recitative: Sometimes I feel
like a motherless child’, just as in the ‘Air: Let us break bread together’ they exclude
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any hint of religiosity in the vocally passionate treatment of the text. The concluding
‘Toccata’ drives the galloping rhythms appropriate to ‘Ride on, King Jesus’ to a
percussive end, effectively echoing the pealing harmonies of the ‘Rondo: Peter go
ring dem bells’.

Gerald Larner © 2008

A note on the encores by Christine Brewer …

‘A City Called Heaven’ is a negro spiritual arranged by Hall Johnson. I grew up in a
family of singers, many of whom sang gospel music. My brothers and I quite often
joined our mother in the church to sing gospel music and spirituals. This music has
always been an important part of my life, so I try to include spirituals in my pro-
grammes whenever I can. I find in the spirituals that no matter what the obstacles
are, there is a deep underlying sense of hope and joy. This is what draws me to such
music and gives me such joy to sing.

‘Ich liebe dich’ is one of the many Strauss lieder that I have sung for years, and
that Roger and I have performed and recorded. This song also exudes such utter joy
that it’s difficult not to just want to burst out in laughter at the end of it. It has one
of the most exuberant postludes of any of Strauss’s songs, and I love it! 

‘Mira (Can You Imagine That?)’ is a song by Bob Merrill from the David Merrick
Stage Production ‘Carnival’; I started performing this song about twenty years ago
when I did little recitals and concerts around St. Louis; it spoke to me right away,
because it is about a girl who is missing her hometown where everyone knows her
name. I grew up in a town of 500 and now live in a town of about 3,500, so I truly
know what it is like to walk down the street and know most of the townspeople.
There is a comfort in that for me, and I miss it when I am travelling around the world.
I think I sang this song as an encore the very first time that I sang at Wigmore Hall.
It became one of Bill Lyne’s favourites and he asked me to sing it at his farewell
concert. So it has become a standard for me at the Wigmore, and one that always
makes me think of home and all those folks there as well as my friends here in
London when I sing it!
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King Jesus rides a milk-white horse
No man works like him.
The River of Jordan he did cross,
No man works like him.
Ride on, King Jesus, ride on,
No man can a-hinder me;
No man, no man, no man – can a-hinder me!

encores
City of heaven
I am a poor pilgrim of sorrow, My mother has reached that fair glory
I’m tossed in this wide world alone My father’s still walking in sin,
No hope have I for tomorrow My sisters and brothers won’t own me
I’ve started to make heaven my home Because I’m a’tryin’ to get in.
Sometimes I am toss’ted and driven, Lord Sometimes I am toss’ted and driven, Lord
Sometimes I don’t know where to roam Sometimes I don’t know where to roam
I heard of a city called heaven, I heard of a city called heaven
I’ve started to make it my home. I’ve started to make it my home.

(Traditional)

Ich liebe dich I love you
Vier adlige Rosse Four noble horses
Voran unserm Wagen, Draw our carriage,
Wir wohnen im Schlosse We live in the castle
In stolzem Behagen. Proud and content.
Die Frühlichterwellen The rays of dawn
Und nächtens der Blitz, And the lightning at night,
Was all’ sie erhellen, All that they shine on
Ist unser Besitz. Belongs to us.

Und irrst du verlassen, And though you roam the land,
Verbannt durch die Lande; Abandoned and banished:
Mit dir durch die Gassen I’ll walk through the streets with you
In Armut und Schande! In poverty and shame!
Es bluten die Hände, Our hands will bleed,
Die Füße sind wund, Our feet be sore,
Vier trostlose Wände, Four desolate walls,
Es kennt uns kein Hund. Not a dog to know us.
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JOHN CARTER (1932–1981)
Cantata

Prelude
Rondo: Peter go ring dem bells
Peter, go ring-a dem bells,
Peter, go ring-a dem bells,
Ring-a dem bells today!
Wonder where my mother has gone,
Wonder where my mother has gone,
I heard from heaven today!

Recitative: Sometimes I feel like a motherless child
Sometimes I feel like a motherless child,
Sometimes I feel like a motherless child,
A long way from home.

Sometimes I feel like I’m almost gone,
Sometimes I feel like I’m almost gone,
A long way from home.

Air: Let us break bread together
Let us break bread together on our knees,
Let us break bread together on our knees;
When I fall on my knees, wid my face to the rising sun
Oh, Lord, have mercy on me.

Let us drink wine together on our knees,
Let us drink wine together on our knees;
When I fall on my knees, wid my face to the rising sun
Oh, Lord, have mercy on me.

Let us praise God together on our knees,
Let us praise God together on our knees;
When I fall on my knees, wid my face to the rising sun
Oh, Lord, have mercy on me.

Toccata: Ride on, King Jesus
Ride on, King Jesus, ride on,
No man can a-hinder me;
He is King of Kings
He is Lord of Lords
Jesus Christ, first and last,
No man works like him.
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RICHARD WAGNER (1813–1883)
Wesendonck Lieder

Der Engel The angel
In der Kindheit frühen Tagen In early days of childhood
Hört’ ich oft von Engeln sagen, I often heard tell of angels,
Die des Himmels hehre Wonne Who exchange heaven’s pure bliss
Tauschen mit der Erdensonne, For the sun of earth,

Daß, wo bang ein Herz in Sorgen So that, when a sorrowful heart
Schmachtet vor der Welt verborgen, Hides its yearning from the world;
Daß, wo still es will verbluten, And would silently bleed away,
Und vergehn in Tränenfluten, And dissolve in streams of tears;

Daß, wo brünstig sein Gebet And when its fervent prayer
Einzig um Erlösung fleht, Begs only for deliverance,
Da der Engel niederschwebt, That angel will fly down
Und es sanft gen Himmel hebt. And gently raise the heart to heaven.

Ja, es stieg auch mir ein Engel nieder, And to me too an angel descended,
Und auf leuchtendem Gefieder And now on shining wings,
Führt er, ferne jedem Schmerz, Bears my spirit, free from all pain
Meinen Geist nun himmelwärts! Towards heaven!

Stehe still! Stand still!
Sausendes, brausendes Rad der Zeit, Rushing, roaring wheel of time,
Messer du der Ewigkeit; You that measure eternity;
Leuchtende Sphären im weiten All, Gleaming spheres in the vast universe,
Die ihr umringt den Weltenball; You that surround our earthly sphere;
Urewige Schöpfung, halte doch ein, Eternal creation – cease:
Genug des Werdens, laß mich sein! Enough of becoming, let me be!

Halte an dich, zeugende Kraft, Hold yourselves back, generative powers,  
Urgedanke, der ewig schafft! Primal Thought, that always creates!
Hemmet den Atem, stillet den Drang, Stop your breath, still your urge,
Schweigend nur eine Sekunde lang! Be silent for a single moment!
Schwellende Pulse, fesselt den Schlag; Swelling pulses, restrain your beating;
Ende, des Wollens ew’ger Tag! Eternal day of the Will – end!

Daß in selig süßem Vergessen That in blessed, sweet oblivion
Ich mög alle Wonne ermessen! I might measure all my bliss!
Wenn Auge in Auge wonnig trinken, When eye gazes blissfully into eye,
Seele ganz in Seele versinken; When soul drowns utterly in soul;
Wesen in Wesen sich wiederfindet, When being finds itself in being, 
Und alles Hoffens Ende sich kündet, And the goal of every hope is near;

8
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Die Lippe verstummt in staunendem Schweigen, When lips are mute in silent wonder,
Keinen Wunsch mehr will das Innre zeugen: When the soul wishes for nothing more:
Erkennt der Mensch des Ew’gen Spur, Then man perceives Eternity’s footprint,
Und löst dein Rätsel, heil’ge Natur! And solves your riddle, holy Nature!

Im Treibhaus In the greenhouse 
(Studie zu Tristan und Isolde) (Study for Tristan and Isolde)
Hochgewölbte Blätterkronen, High-arching leafy crowns,
Baldachine von Smaragd, Canopies of emerald,
Kinder ihr aus fernen Zonen, You children who dwell in distant climes,
Saget mir, warum ihr klagt? Tell me why do you lament?

Schweigend neiget ihr die Zweige, Silently you bend your branches,
Malet Zeichen in die Luft, Inscribe your symbols on the air,
Und der Leiden stummer Zeuge And a sweet fragrance rises,
Steiget aufwärts, süßer Duft. As silent witness to your sorrows.

Weit in sehnendem Verlangen With longing and desire, 
Breitet ihr die Arme aus, You open wide your arms,
Und umschlinget wahnbefangen And embrace in your delusion, 
Öder Leere nicht’gen Graus. Desolation’s awful void.

Wohl, ich weiß es, arme Pflanze; I am well aware, poor plant;
Ein Geschicke teilen wir, We both share a single fate,
Ob umstrahlt von Licht und Glanze, Though bathed in gleaming light,
Unsre Heimat ist nicht hier! Our homeland is not here!

Und wie froh die Sonne scheidet And just as the sun is glad to leave
Von des Tages leerem Schein, The empty gleam of day,
Hüllet der, der wahrhaft leidet, The true sufferer veils himself
Sich in Schweigens Dunkel ein. In the darkness of silence.

Stille wird’s, ein säuselnd Weben It grows quiet, a whirring whisper
Füllet bang den dunklen Raum: Fills the dark room uneasily:
Schwere Tropfen seh ich schweben I see heavy droplets hanging from
An der Blätter grünem Saum. The green edge of the leaves.

Schmerzen Agonies
Sonne, weinest jeden Abend Every evening, sun, you redden
Dir die schönen Augen rot, Your lovely eyes with weeping,
Wenn im Meeresspiegel badend When, bathing in the sea,
Dich erreicht der frühe Tod; You die an early death;

9

Und jene himmlischen Gestalten, And those heavenly beings,
Sie fragen nicht nach Mann und Weib, They do not ask who is man or woman,
Und keine Kleider, keine Falten And no garments, no folds
Umgeben den verklärten Leib. Cover the transfigured body.

Zwar lebt ich ohne Sorg und Mühe, Though I lived without trouble and toil,
Doch fühlt ich tiefen Schmerz genung. I have felt deep pain enough.
Vor Kummer altert ich zu frühe; I grew old with grief before my time;
Macht mich auf ewig wieder jung! O make me forever young again!

Kennst du das Land Do you know the land
Kennst du das Land, wo die Zitronen blühn, Do you know the land where lemons blossom,
Im dunkeln Laub die Goldorangen glühn, Where oranges grow golden among dark leaves,
Ein sanfter Wind vom blauen Himmel weht, A gentle wind drifts across blue skies,
Die Myrte still und hoch der Lorbeer steht, The myrtle stands silent, the laurel tall,
Kennst du es wohl? Do you know it?
Dahin! Dahin It’s there, it’s there
Möcht ich mit dir, o mein Geliebter, ziehn. I long to go with you, my love.

Kennst du das Haus? Auf Säulen ruht sein Dach, Do you know the house? columns support its roof,
Es glänzt der Saal, es schimmert das Gemach, Its hall gleams, its apartment shimmers,
Und Marmorbilder stehn und sehn mich an: And marble statues stand and stare at me:
Was hat man dir, du armes Kind, getan? What have they done to you, poor child?
Kennst du es wohl? Do you know it?
Dahin! Dahin It’s there, it’s there
Möcht ich mit dir, o mein Beschützer, ziehn. I long to go with you, my protector.

Kennst du den Berg und seinen Wolkensteg? Do you know the mountain and its cloudy path?
Das Maultier sucht im Nebel seinen Weg; The mule seeks its way through the mist,
In Höhlen wohnt der Drachen alte Brut; In caverns dwell the dragons’ ancient brood;
Es stürzt der Fels und über ihn die Flut, The cliff falls sheer, the torrent over it,
Kennst du ihn wohl? Do you know it?
Dahin! Dahin It’s there, it’s there
Geht unser Weg! o Vater, laß uns ziehn! Our pathway lies! O father, let us go! 

(Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 1749–1832)

BENJAMIN BRITTEN (1913–1976)
Cabaret Songs

For copyright reasons we are unable to print the words of these songs.
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HUGO WOLF (1860–1903)
4 Mignon Lieder

Heiß mich nicht reden Bid me not speak
Heiß mich nicht reden, heiß mich schweigen, Bid me not speak, bid me be silent,
Denn mein Geheimnis ist mir Pflicht; For I am bound to secrecy;
Ich möchte dir mein ganzes Innre zeigen, I should love to bare you my soul,
Allein das Schicksal will es nicht. But Fate has willed it otherwise.

Zur rechten Zeit vertreibt der Sonne Lauf At the appointed time the sun dispels
Die finstre Nacht, und sie muß sich erhellen; The dark, and night must turn to day;
Der harte Fels schließt seinen Busen auf, The hard rock opens up its bosom,
Mißgönnt der Erde nicht die tiefverborgnen Does not begrudge earth its deeply hidden springs.

Quellen.

Ein jeder sucht im Arm des Freundes Ruh, All humans seek peace in the arms of a friend,
Dort kann die Brust in Klagen sich ergießen; There the heart can pour out its sorrow;
Allein ein Schwur drückt mir die Lippen zu, But my lips, alas, are sealed by a vow,
Und nur ein Gott vermag sie aufzuschließen. And only a god can open them.

Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt Only those who know longing
Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt, Only those who know longing
Weiß, was ich leide! Know what I suffer!
Allein und abgetrennt Alone and cut off
Von aller Freude, From every joy,
Seh ich ans Firmament I search the sky
Nach jener Seite. In that direction.
Ach! Der mich liebt und kennt, Ah! He who loves and knows me
Ist in der Weite. Is far away.
Es schwindelt mir, es brennt My head reels, 
Mein Eingeweide. My body blazes.
Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt, Only those who know longing
Weiß, was ich leide. Know what I suffer!

So laßt mich scheinen Let me appear
So laßt mich scheinen, bis ich werde; Let me appear an angel till I become one;
Zieht mir das weiße Kleid nicht aus! Do not take my white dress from me!
Ich eile von der schönen Erde I hasten from the beautiful Earth
Hinab in jenes feste Haus. Down to that impregnable house.

Dort ruh ich eine kleine Stille, There in brief repose I’ll rest,
Dann öffnet sich der frische Blick, Then my eyes will open, renewed;
Ich lasse dann die reine Hülle, My pure raiment then I’ll leave,
Den Gürtel und den Kranz zurück. With girdle and rosary, behind.

Doch erstehst in alter Pracht, Yet you rise in your old splendour,
Glorie der düstren Welt, The glory of the dark world,
Du am Morgen neu erwacht, when you wake in the morning,
Wie ein stolzer Siegesheld! as a proud and conquering hero!

Ach, wie sollte ich da klagen, Ah, why should I complain,
Wie, mein Herz, so schwer dich sehn, Why should I see you, my heart, so
depressed,
Muß die Sonne selbst verzagen, If the sun itself must despair,
Muß die Sonne untergehn? If the sun itself must set?

Und gebieret Tod nur Leben, If only death gives birth to life,
Geben Schmerzen Wonne nur: If only agony brings bliss:
O wie dank ich, daß gegeben Oh how I give thanks to Nature
Solche Schmerzen mir Natur! For giving me such agony!

Träume Dreams
(Studie zu Tristan und Isolde) (Study for Tristan and Isolde)
Sag, welch wunderbare Träume Say, what wondrous dreams are these
Halten meinen Sinn umfangen, Embracing all my senses,
Daß sie nicht wie leere Schäume That they have not, like bubbles,
Sind in ödes Nichts vergangen? Vanished to a barren void?

Träume, die in jeder Stunde, Dreams, that with every hour,
Jedem Tage schöner blühn, Bloom more lovely every day,
Und mit ihrer Himmelskunde And with their heavenly tidings
Selig durchs Gemüte ziehn! Float blissfully through the mind!

Träume, die wie hehre Strahlen Dreams, that with glorious rays
In die Seele sich versenken, Penetrate the soul,
Dort ein ewig Bild zu malen: There to paint an eternal picture:
Allvergessen, Eingedenken! Forgetting all, remembering one!

Träume, wie wenn Frühlingssonne Dreams, as when the spring sun
Aus dem Schnee die Blüten küßt, Kisses blossoms from the snow,
Daß zu nie geahnter Wonne So the new day might welcome them
Sie der neue Tag begrüßt, In unimagined bliss,

Daß sie wachsen, daß sie blühen, So that they grow and flower,
Träumend spenden ihren Duft, Bestow their scent as in a dream, 
Sanft an deiner Brust verglühen, Fade softly away on your breast,
Und dann sinken in die Gruft. And sink into their grave.
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HUGO WOLF (1860–1903)
4 Mignon Lieder
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Die Lippe verstummt in staunendem Schweigen, When lips are mute in silent wonder,
Keinen Wunsch mehr will das Innre zeugen: When the soul wishes for nothing more:
Erkennt der Mensch des Ew’gen Spur, Then man perceives Eternity’s footprint,
Und löst dein Rätsel, heil’ge Natur! And solves your riddle, holy Nature!

Im Treibhaus In the greenhouse 
(Studie zu Tristan und Isolde) (Study for Tristan and Isolde)
Hochgewölbte Blätterkronen, High-arching leafy crowns,
Baldachine von Smaragd, Canopies of emerald,
Kinder ihr aus fernen Zonen, You children who dwell in distant climes,
Saget mir, warum ihr klagt? Tell me why do you lament?

Schweigend neiget ihr die Zweige, Silently you bend your branches,
Malet Zeichen in die Luft, Inscribe your symbols on the air,
Und der Leiden stummer Zeuge And a sweet fragrance rises,
Steiget aufwärts, süßer Duft. As silent witness to your sorrows.

Weit in sehnendem Verlangen With longing and desire, 
Breitet ihr die Arme aus, You open wide your arms,
Und umschlinget wahnbefangen And embrace in your delusion, 
Öder Leere nicht’gen Graus. Desolation’s awful void.

Wohl, ich weiß es, arme Pflanze; I am well aware, poor plant;
Ein Geschicke teilen wir, We both share a single fate,
Ob umstrahlt von Licht und Glanze, Though bathed in gleaming light,
Unsre Heimat ist nicht hier! Our homeland is not here!

Und wie froh die Sonne scheidet And just as the sun is glad to leave
Von des Tages leerem Schein, The empty gleam of day,
Hüllet der, der wahrhaft leidet, The true sufferer veils himself
Sich in Schweigens Dunkel ein. In the darkness of silence.

Stille wird’s, ein säuselnd Weben It grows quiet, a whirring whisper
Füllet bang den dunklen Raum: Fills the dark room uneasily:
Schwere Tropfen seh ich schweben I see heavy droplets hanging from
An der Blätter grünem Saum. The green edge of the leaves.

Schmerzen Agonies
Sonne, weinest jeden Abend Every evening, sun, you redden
Dir die schönen Augen rot, Your lovely eyes with weeping,
Wenn im Meeresspiegel badend When, bathing in the sea,
Dich erreicht der frühe Tod; You die an early death;

9

Und jene himmlischen Gestalten, And those heavenly beings,
Sie fragen nicht nach Mann und Weib, They do not ask who is man or woman,
Und keine Kleider, keine Falten And no garments, no folds
Umgeben den verklärten Leib. Cover the transfigured body.

Zwar lebt ich ohne Sorg und Mühe, Though I lived without trouble and toil,
Doch fühlt ich tiefen Schmerz genung. I have felt deep pain enough.
Vor Kummer altert ich zu frühe; I grew old with grief before my time;
Macht mich auf ewig wieder jung! O make me forever young again!

Kennst du das Land Do you know the land
Kennst du das Land, wo die Zitronen blühn, Do you know the land where lemons blossom,
Im dunkeln Laub die Goldorangen glühn, Where oranges grow golden among dark leaves,
Ein sanfter Wind vom blauen Himmel weht, A gentle wind drifts across blue skies,
Die Myrte still und hoch der Lorbeer steht, The myrtle stands silent, the laurel tall,
Kennst du es wohl? Do you know it?
Dahin! Dahin It’s there, it’s there
Möcht ich mit dir, o mein Geliebter, ziehn. I long to go with you, my love.

Kennst du das Haus? Auf Säulen ruht sein Dach, Do you know the house? columns support its roof,
Es glänzt der Saal, es schimmert das Gemach, Its hall gleams, its apartment shimmers,
Und Marmorbilder stehn und sehn mich an: And marble statues stand and stare at me:
Was hat man dir, du armes Kind, getan? What have they done to you, poor child?
Kennst du es wohl? Do you know it?
Dahin! Dahin It’s there, it’s there
Möcht ich mit dir, o mein Beschützer, ziehn. I long to go with you, my protector.

Kennst du den Berg und seinen Wolkensteg? Do you know the mountain and its cloudy path?
Das Maultier sucht im Nebel seinen Weg; The mule seeks its way through the mist,
In Höhlen wohnt der Drachen alte Brut; In caverns dwell the dragons’ ancient brood;
Es stürzt der Fels und über ihn die Flut, The cliff falls sheer, the torrent over it,
Kennst du ihn wohl? Do you know it?
Dahin! Dahin It’s there, it’s there
Geht unser Weg! o Vater, laß uns ziehn! Our pathway lies! O father, let us go! 

(Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 1749–1832)

BENJAMIN BRITTEN (1913–1976)
Cabaret Songs

For copyright reasons we are unable to print the words of these songs.
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JOHN CARTER (1932–1981)
Cantata

Prelude
Rondo: Peter go ring dem bells
Peter, go ring-a dem bells,
Peter, go ring-a dem bells,
Ring-a dem bells today!
Wonder where my mother has gone,
Wonder where my mother has gone,
I heard from heaven today!

Recitative: Sometimes I feel like a motherless child
Sometimes I feel like a motherless child,
Sometimes I feel like a motherless child,
A long way from home.

Sometimes I feel like I’m almost gone,
Sometimes I feel like I’m almost gone,
A long way from home.

Air: Let us break bread together
Let us break bread together on our knees,
Let us break bread together on our knees;
When I fall on my knees, wid my face to the rising sun
Oh, Lord, have mercy on me.

Let us drink wine together on our knees,
Let us drink wine together on our knees;
When I fall on my knees, wid my face to the rising sun
Oh, Lord, have mercy on me.

Let us praise God together on our knees,
Let us praise God together on our knees;
When I fall on my knees, wid my face to the rising sun
Oh, Lord, have mercy on me.

Toccata: Ride on, King Jesus
Ride on, King Jesus, ride on,
No man can a-hinder me;
He is King of Kings
He is Lord of Lords
Jesus Christ, first and last,
No man works like him.
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RICHARD WAGNER (1813–1883)
Wesendonck Lieder

Der Engel The angel
In der Kindheit frühen Tagen In early days of childhood
Hört’ ich oft von Engeln sagen, I often heard tell of angels,
Die des Himmels hehre Wonne Who exchange heaven’s pure bliss
Tauschen mit der Erdensonne, For the sun of earth,

Daß, wo bang ein Herz in Sorgen So that, when a sorrowful heart
Schmachtet vor der Welt verborgen, Hides its yearning from the world;
Daß, wo still es will verbluten, And would silently bleed away,
Und vergehn in Tränenfluten, And dissolve in streams of tears;

Daß, wo brünstig sein Gebet And when its fervent prayer
Einzig um Erlösung fleht, Begs only for deliverance,
Da der Engel niederschwebt, That angel will fly down
Und es sanft gen Himmel hebt. And gently raise the heart to heaven.

Ja, es stieg auch mir ein Engel nieder, And to me too an angel descended,
Und auf leuchtendem Gefieder And now on shining wings,
Führt er, ferne jedem Schmerz, Bears my spirit, free from all pain
Meinen Geist nun himmelwärts! Towards heaven!

Stehe still! Stand still!
Sausendes, brausendes Rad der Zeit, Rushing, roaring wheel of time,
Messer du der Ewigkeit; You that measure eternity;
Leuchtende Sphären im weiten All, Gleaming spheres in the vast universe,
Die ihr umringt den Weltenball; You that surround our earthly sphere;
Urewige Schöpfung, halte doch ein, Eternal creation – cease:
Genug des Werdens, laß mich sein! Enough of becoming, let me be!

Halte an dich, zeugende Kraft, Hold yourselves back, generative powers,  
Urgedanke, der ewig schafft! Primal Thought, that always creates!
Hemmet den Atem, stillet den Drang, Stop your breath, still your urge,
Schweigend nur eine Sekunde lang! Be silent for a single moment!
Schwellende Pulse, fesselt den Schlag; Swelling pulses, restrain your beating;
Ende, des Wollens ew’ger Tag! Eternal day of the Will – end!

Daß in selig süßem Vergessen That in blessed, sweet oblivion
Ich mög alle Wonne ermessen! I might measure all my bliss!
Wenn Auge in Auge wonnig trinken, When eye gazes blissfully into eye,
Seele ganz in Seele versinken; When soul drowns utterly in soul;
Wesen in Wesen sich wiederfindet, When being finds itself in being, 
Und alles Hoffens Ende sich kündet, And the goal of every hope is near;
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any hint of religiosity in the vocally passionate treatment of the text. The concluding
‘Toccata’ drives the galloping rhythms appropriate to ‘Ride on, King Jesus’ to a
percussive end, effectively echoing the pealing harmonies of the ‘Rondo: Peter go
ring dem bells’.

Gerald Larner © 2008

A note on the encores by Christine Brewer …

‘A City Called Heaven’ is a negro spiritual arranged by Hall Johnson. I grew up in a
family of singers, many of whom sang gospel music. My brothers and I quite often
joined our mother in the church to sing gospel music and spirituals. This music has
always been an important part of my life, so I try to include spirituals in my pro-
grammes whenever I can. I find in the spirituals that no matter what the obstacles
are, there is a deep underlying sense of hope and joy. This is what draws me to such
music and gives me such joy to sing.

‘Ich liebe dich’ is one of the many Strauss lieder that I have sung for years, and
that Roger and I have performed and recorded. This song also exudes such utter joy
that it’s difficult not to just want to burst out in laughter at the end of it. It has one
of the most exuberant postludes of any of Strauss’s songs, and I love it! 

‘Mira (Can You Imagine That?)’ is a song by Bob Merrill from the David Merrick
Stage Production ‘Carnival’; I started performing this song about twenty years ago
when I did little recitals and concerts around St. Louis; it spoke to me right away,
because it is about a girl who is missing her hometown where everyone knows her
name. I grew up in a town of 500 and now live in a town of about 3,500, so I truly
know what it is like to walk down the street and know most of the townspeople.
There is a comfort in that for me, and I miss it when I am travelling around the world.
I think I sang this song as an encore the very first time that I sang at Wigmore Hall.
It became one of Bill Lyne’s favourites and he asked me to sing it at his farewell
concert. So it has become a standard for me at the Wigmore, and one that always
makes me think of home and all those folks there as well as my friends here in
London when I sing it!
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King Jesus rides a milk-white horse
No man works like him.
The River of Jordan he did cross,
No man works like him.
Ride on, King Jesus, ride on,
No man can a-hinder me;
No man, no man, no man – can a-hinder me!

encores
City of heaven
I am a poor pilgrim of sorrow, My mother has reached that fair glory
I’m tossed in this wide world alone My father’s still walking in sin,
No hope have I for tomorrow My sisters and brothers won’t own me
I’ve started to make heaven my home Because I’m a’tryin’ to get in.
Sometimes I am toss’ted and driven, Lord Sometimes I am toss’ted and driven, Lord
Sometimes I don’t know where to roam Sometimes I don’t know where to roam
I heard of a city called heaven, I heard of a city called heaven
I’ve started to make it my home. I’ve started to make it my home.

(Traditional)

Ich liebe dich I love you
Vier adlige Rosse Four noble horses
Voran unserm Wagen, Draw our carriage,
Wir wohnen im Schlosse We live in the castle
In stolzem Behagen. Proud and content.
Die Frühlichterwellen The rays of dawn
Und nächtens der Blitz, And the lightning at night,
Was all’ sie erhellen, All that they shine on
Ist unser Besitz. Belongs to us.

Und irrst du verlassen, And though you roam the land,
Verbannt durch die Lande; Abandoned and banished:
Mit dir durch die Gassen I’ll walk through the streets with you
In Armut und Schande! In poverty and shame!
Es bluten die Hände, Our hands will bleed,
Die Füße sind wund, Our feet be sore,
Vier trostlose Wände, Four desolate walls,
Es kennt uns kein Hund. Not a dog to know us.
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Steht silberbeschlagen When your silver-edged coffin
Dein Sarg am Altar, Stands at the altar,
Sie sollen mich tragen They must lay me
Zu dir auf die Bahr, Beside you on the bier.
Und fern auf der Heide Whether you die on the heath
Und stirbst du in Not, Or die in distress,
Den Dolch aus der Scheide, I’ll draw my dagger
Dir nach in den Tod! And join you in death!

(Detlev von Liliencron 1844–1909)

Mira
I came on two buses and a train I came from the town of Mira
Can you imagine that? Beyond the bridges of St. Clair
Can you imagine that? I guess you’ve never heard of Mira
Two buses and a train. It’s very small, but still it’s there.
Would you believe, would you believe They have the very greenest trees
This is the first I’ve travelled? And skies as bright as flame,
I come from a town, the kind of town But what I like the best in Mira
Where you live in a house ’til the house falls down, Was everybody knew my name
But if it stands up, you stay there. Can you imagine that, can you imagine that?
It’s funny, but that’s the way there. Everybody knew my name.

A place that’s strange is never cozy
A room that’s strange is never sweet
I have to have chair that knows me
And walk a street that knows my feet.
I’m very far from Mira now
And there’s no turning back
I have to find a place, I’ve got to find a place
Where everything can be the same
A street that I can know and places I can go
Where everybody knows my name
Can you imagine that, can you imagine that?
Everybody knew my name.

(Bob Merrill 1921–1998)

All translations by Richard Stokes from The Book of Lieder published by Faber and Faber, with thanks to
George Bird, co-author of the Fischer-Dieskau Book of Lieder published by Victor Gollancz Ltd, 1976.

Every effort has been made to secure permissions to reproduce copyright texts in this booklet, although
in some cases it has proven difficult to locate copyright holders. If any omissions are brought to our
notice, we will happily include appropriate acknowledgements in subsequent pressings.
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JOHN CARTER (1932–1981)
Cantata (1964)
Prelude
Rondo: Peter go ring dem bells
Recitative: Sometimes I feel like a motherless child
Air: Let us break bread together
Toccata: Ride on, King Jesus

So little is known about John Carter that we cannot be sure even when he died (the
date given above represents the consensus of conjectural opinion). We know that he
was born into an African-American family in St Louis, Missouri, in 1932, studied at
Oberlin College, Ohio, became an accomplished pianist, and taught at the Federal
City College, Washington DC. As for his composing activities, there is general
agreement only that he was composer-in-residence with the National Symphony
Orchestra in 1968. A solitary source claims that he was ‘prolific’ although, in fact,
there is no evidence of anything but arrangements of hymns, carols and spirituals,
and it is difficult to trace performances of anything but the present Cantata – of
which Christine Brewer is a prominent (but by no means the only) exponent.

It has been suggested that the Carter Cantata was inspired by the civil rights
movement that was in progress in the United States at the time it was written.
Certainly, it is a fascinating symbol of integration in the way a selection of spirituals
is so confidently set in a classical context. A modern version of the time-honoured
cantata, it is made up of five movements each one of which is shaped according to
a conventional instrumental or vocal form.

As the ‘Prelude’ indicates, the piano is an essential factor in the integration,
establishing the sophisticated harmonic credentials of the work before delivering
an exuberantly colourful and rhythmically idiomatic accompaniment to the voice
in the ‘Rondo: Peter go ring dem bells’. The spare or otherwise severe piano
harmonies admit no suspicion of sentimentality to the ‘Recitative: Sometimes I feel
like a motherless child’, just as in the ‘Air: Let us break bread together’ they exclude
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least his setting for two pianos and chorus of ‘Funeral Blues’ (‘Stop all the clocks’).
Delighted by the artistry of Hedli Anderson, who had played the part of the Singer
in The Ascent of F6, Britten and Auden not only made a solo version of ‘Funeral
Blues’ for her but also wrote several similarly idiomatic songs to go with it. Perhaps
as many as three of them have disappeared, but the four that survive make a highly
attractive set, even though one might argue with the order in which they were
presented when they were published by Faber Music as Cabaret Songs in 1980.

Although it was the last of the four songs to be written (and the last in the Faber
order), ‘Calypso’ makes an arresting start. Auden sent Britten the words from New
York at the same time as he wrote to him of his joy at just having met the eighteen-
year-old Chester Kallman. ‘“Calypso” is grand for Hedli’, Britten replied and, in the
most animated of his several studies in train rhythms, captured the breathless
excitement of its erotic inspiration. More ironic than passionate, ‘Johnny’ is a
brilliant study in stylistic caricature, beginning as a folk song and passing through
polka rhythms, grand-opera parody, waltz-time romance and funeral march on the
way to its sad minor-key ending. The unresponsive Johnny, the cadences of the last
line of each stanza seem to suggest, is of Scottish descent, or was before he finally
went away.

‘Tell me the Truth about Love’, the most seductive and overtly popular in style
(it is clearly modelled on Cole Porter), most effectively occupies the third place in
the set, between ‘Johnny’ and ‘Funeral Blues.’ Announcing its subject in multi-
lingual speech over piano arpeggios, it proceeds by way of a gradually expanding
recitative introduction to a delightfully tuneful, rhythmically ingenious setting
of Auden’s wittily fanciful verse. ‘Funeral Blues,’ written originally for a serious
purpose in The Ascent of F6 incidental music, retains its seriousness in the solo
version. Without a hint of irony, it combines authentic blues harmonies with
conventional funeral-music imagery and apparent allusions to Kurt Weill,
culminating in a potently expressive ending.
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Similarly, in ‘Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt’ – unlike Schubert, say, or
Tchaikovsky when setting the same text – Wolf resists the lyrical impulse, at least
as far as the vocal part is concerned. The piano prelude introduces a melody which,
aching rather than lyrical, is to reappear on the crucial lines, ‘Ach! Der mich liebt
und kennt, / Ist in der Weite’. Such is Mignon’s depression, however, that the piano
melody eludes her, her line slipping away from it in falling semitones. On the
closing recall of the opening words, the piano acquiesces in her drooping line,
adding a postlude so short and inconclusive as to offer no comfort and at the same
time no resolution to the distressingly unsettled harmonies.

In ‘So laßt mich scheinen’ Mignon is in a quite different situation. Dressed as
an angel to distribute presents at a children’s charade, she both foresees her early
death and is reconciled to it. She then refuses to take off her winged costume, takes
up her zither and gives voice to her presentiments without bitterness and with an
angelic purity of line. This is an occasion for melody, even if it is confined largely
to the grave, gracefully drooping dance in the zither accompaniment – the drone
harmonies and plucked articulation of which are suggested with exquisite
discretion in the piano part.

The first of the four Mignon songs Wolf completed in a matter of days in
December 1888 is also the most emotional. Simply constructed in a modified
strophic form, ‘Kennst du das Land’ theoretically runs the risk of predictability. In
fact, the piano’s explosion of passion just before ‘Kennst du es wohl?’ and its
rumbling response to Mignon’s cries of ‘Dahin! Dahin’ always come as a shock, not
least on the last occasion where their dramatic effect is not so much reduced as
enhanced by the vocal exclamation and the flood of piano figuration just before it.

BENJAMIN BRITTEN (1913–1976)
Cabaret Songs (1937–9) (Auden)
Calypso
Johnny
Tell me the truth
Funeral blues

A significant factor in the success of the Auden/Isherwood poetic drama The Ascent
of F6 at the Mercury Theatre, London in 1937 was Britten’s incidental music – not
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in the later work, where the dramatic situation – with Tristan wounded and
separated from Isolde – is not so very different from the poetic situation of
Mathilde’s grieving homesick tree in the alien hothouse. ‘Schmerzen’ is less
adventurous. In its image of the sun as a heroically resplendent trumpet call which
finally confirms the consolatory change to the major, it looks back to the sword
motif which is such a prominent feature of the first act of Die Walküre.

‘Träume’, on the other hand, though only the second of the songs to be written,
is pure Tristan: Wagner drew on its dreamy nocturnal harmonies for the episode in
the middle of the second act where Brangäne keeps watch for the lovers. Its seems
to have been Wagner’s favourite in the set, since it is the only one he orchestrated –
in a version designed (with a violin solo in place of the vocal line) to be played
outside Mathilde’s window on her twenty-ninth birthday.

HUGO WOLF (1860–1903)
4 Mignon Lieder (1888) (Goethe)
Heiß mich nicht reden
Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt
So laßt mich scheinen
Kennst du das Land

Wolf was neither the first nor the last composer to be fascinated by the personality
of Mignon in Goethe’s Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre – to be touched by her waif-like
vulnerability, moved by her premature wisdom, inspired by the beauty of the songs
the author attributes to her. But he was probably the most serious. Bearing in mind
Schubert’s ten-year long and highly fruitful obsession with Mignon – not to mention
the achievements of Schumann and all the others from Zelter and Beethoven
onwards – it might seem an extravagant claim. Wolf, however, was uncompromising
in his search for the truth. Whereas Schubert’s setting of ‘Heiß mich nicht reden’,
for example, is a song, Wolf’s is an anti-song, a refusal to betray Mignon into
melodious self-expression when, as she says, it is her duty to conceal her inner-
most thoughts. In spite of the Tristanesque beginning, the piano harmonies respect
her situation and are more inclined to insist on her self-denial than to tempt her into
lyrical confidences.
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RICHARD WAGNER (1813–1883)
Wesendonck Lieder (1857–8)
Der Engel
Stehe still!
Im Treibhaus
Schmerzen
Träume

When Wagner was in the middle of his work on Siegfried he fell in love with
Mathilde Wesendonck – an event which changed the course of musical history. In
spite of, or even because of, complications such as the fact that both parties were
married, and that the Wagners were guests of the Wesendoncks in Zurich at the
time, the affair with Mathilde inspired in the composer a new vein of erotic poetry
and a new harmonic language. Breaking off from Siegfried at the end of the second
act, he wrote the libretto of Tristan und Isolde within a month and was ready to hand
it over to Mathilde in September 1857. At about the same time she gave him the
manuscript of her five poems, which he set to music as he was working on the score
of the first act of Tristan.

So the songs and the opera are intimately connected. In fact, two of them, ‘Im
Treibhaus’ and ‘Traüme’, are specifically designated in the score as ‘studies for
Tristan und Isolde’. The first in the set, and the first one he wrote, ‘Der Engel’, still
inhabits the diatonic world of the earlier part of the Ring cycle. Its accompaniment
is based on the simple contrast of gently arpeggiated major harmonies in the outer
sections and throbbing minor chords in the troubled middle section. The first part
of ‘Stehe still!’ is similarly Ring-orientated and, indeed, the overall harmonic shape
of the song – which begins turbulently in the minor as the wheel of time runs on and
which ends with its vision of eternity in the tranquillity of the tonic major – is quite
conventional. But in the middle, where Mathilde prays for time to contemplate her
happiness, the harmonies assume that ecstatic chromaticism which is the essence
of the new world of Tristan und Isolde.

‘Im Treibhaus’ anticipates the beginning of the third act of Tristan, although it
was written a year before Wagner started work on that part of the opera. The aching
melodic inflections and the rising line in the piano introduction are directly echoed
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songChristine Brewer soprano

Roger Vignoles piano

Songs by Wagner 
Wolf, Britten 

and John Carter

Christine Brewer soprano

Roger Vignoles piano
Recorded live at Wigmore Hall, London, on 8 September 2007

RICHARD WAGNER Wesendonck Lieder 19.55
01 Der Engel 03.09
02 Stehe still! 03.36
03 Im Treibhaus 04.57
04 Schmerzen 02.22
05 Träume 05.46

HUGO WOLF 4 Mignon Lieder (Goethe) 16.12
06 Heiß mich nicht reden 03.29
07 Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt 02.25
08 So laßt mich scheinen 03.24
09 Kennst du das Land 06.51

BENJAMIN BRITTEN Cabaret Songs (Auden) 15.26
10 Calypso 02.18
11 Johnny 04.39
12 Tell me the truth 05.20
13 Funeral blues 03.06

JOHN CARTER Cantata 13.26
14 Prelude 00.44
15 Rondo: Peter go ring dem bells 04.03
16 Recitative: Sometimes I feel like a motherless child 02.25
17 Air: Let us break bread together 02.53
18 Toccata: Ride on, King Jesus 03.17

encores
19/20 announcement: NEGRO SPIRITUAL A City called Heaven 00.07 / 04.17

21 RICHARD STRAUSS Ich liebe dich 02.42
22/23 announcement: BOB MERRILL Mira 00.06 / 04.43

Total time: 77.14
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